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IN THE COURT OF THE ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE No.2 

SONITPUR :: TEZPUR 

Sessions Case No. 218 of 2009 

[Under section 147/148/149/307 IPC  
R/W 4/5 Explosive Substances Act  

R/W 10/13 Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act] 
 

(Arising out of G.R. Case No. 221 of 1995) 

 

State of Assam 

-Vs- 

Narayan Baruah @ Ashok 

 

Present 
Ms. A. Ajitsaria, AJS,  

Addl. Sessions Judge No.2, Sonitpur, Tezpur  
 
 

Date of Evidence : 10.01.2011, 28.02.2011, 27.06.2011, 19.12.2013, 30.06.2014 
        21.02.2014, 12.03.2015  

Date of Hearing :  3.8.15 

Date of Judgment: 13.8.15 

  

For the State      : Addl. Public Prosecutor. 

For the Accused  : Smt Dulumoni Sinha  

 

J U D G M E N T 

 

1. The prosecution case in a nutshell is that Sri Dulen Chandra Deka of 

Jamuguri PS lodged an FIR on 14.2.1995 at Jamuguri PS stating, inter alia, that 

acting on a tip off that a group of wanted extremist belonging to the banned anti-

talk ULFA had assembled at village Samdhara, he along with other police officers, 

CRPF/APTF conducted search in the said village. While they were cordoning the 

village at 1.45 PM, the ULFA activist namely, (i) Sri Rangai Boro and (ii) Sri 

Narayan Baruah along with 4-5 associates started firing and hurled grenades upon 

the police with a view to kill. It was stated that the police also opened fire in self 
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defence and were successful in apprehending two of them and one live 36 

grenade and some ULFA related documents was recovered. The same was 

registered as Jamuguri PS Case No. 10/95 

 

2. After due investigation, charge-sheet was submitted against the accused 

persons, namely, Narayan Baruah @ Ashok Baruah and Rangai Boro under section 

147/148/149/307 IPC R/W 4/5 E S Act 10/13 UL (P) Act. 

 

3. The accused Naryan Baruah @ Ashok Baruah entered appearance and 

after observing necessary formalities, the offence being Sessions triable, was 

committed to the Court of Sessions for trial by the learned Judicial Magistrate 1st 

Class, Sonitpur, Tezpur in respect of Sri Narayan Baruah @ Ashok Baruah. It is 

pertinent to mention herein that perusal of the records of GR Case No. 221/95 

shows that the case was “filed” against the accused Rangai Boro and subsequently 

a petition was filed to the effect that he may have died in an encounter. 

 

4. After hearing both sides and on perusal of the police report furnished u/s 

173 of the CrPC, formal charge u/s 147/148/149/307 IPC R/W 4/5 Explosive 

Substance Act 10/13 Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act was framed, read over 

and explained to the accused to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be 

tried. Hence, this trial.  

 

5. In support of the case, the prosecution examined eight witnesses and 

defence examined none. The plea of defence is of total denial.  

 

6. After closure of the prosecution evidence, the accused person was 

examined u/s 313 of the Cr.PC.  
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POINTS FOR THE DETERMINATION 
  
 

(i) Whether the accused person was a member of an unlawful assembly 
along with Rangmai Boro and others on 14.2.1995 at Samdhara village ?  

(ii) Whether the accused person in prosecution of the common object of 
the unlawful assembly, committed the offence of rioting with guns and 
grenades ? 

(iii) Whether the accused person in prosecution of the common object of 
the unlawful assembly, attempted to commit murder of police personnel on 
duty ? 

(iv) Whether the accused person was a member of the banned 
organisation, namely, ULFA and associated/assisted its operations ? 

(v) Whether the accused persons had in his possession unlicensed 
firearms, ammunition, explosive and did any act to cause an explosion of a 
nature likely to endanger life or to cause serious injury to property ? 

 
 

7. I have carefully examined the evidence on record and heard arguments 

of both sides. 

 

DECISION  AND REASONS THEREOF 

8. PW 1, Md Rahul Amin deposed that on 14-2-1995 he was the O.C. of 

Sootea Police Station. On that day the SDPO, Biswanath Chariali informed him that 

few members of ULFA had entered Samdhara Village. Since ULFA was an armed 

militant group, Jamuguri Police, being the nearest police station, was requested to 

assist in the operation. PW 1 stated that as per order, he and Constable Kunjalal 

Patar went to the Jamuguri Police Station with a party of 12 AP Battalion along 

with the SDPO, OC of the Jamuguri Police Station and others to Samdhara Village. 

They cordoned Samdhara village and learnt that the members of ULFA had taken 

shelter in the home of Hemdhar Nath. PW 1 stated that the group of militants 

threw grenade on them and when at about 1.30/1.45 pm, one hand grenade 

blasted, police force replied with bullets, for self defence. PW 1 stated that 

however, there was no casualty on either side. PW 1 stated that they arrested two 

militants in the operation. One of them was Narayan Baruah and another was 
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Rangai Boro. PW 1 stated one grenade and some documents of ULFA was 

recovered from Rangai Boro and subsequently, he lodged an FIR at Jamuguri 

Police Station, in connection with the occurrence. 

 

9. In cross examination, PW 1 stated that there were many houses near the 

house of Hem Nath as the village was densely populated. PW 1 stated that their 

operation took approximately 4 hours. Apart from Narayan Baruah and Rongai 

Bodo other persons were present in that house. PW 4 stated that he had not 

received any written order by the SDPO to assist in the operation. PW 1 stated 

that he had seen the accused Narayan Baruah on the date of the occurrence. PW 

1 stated that over a period of 16 years, physical appearance of a man may 

undergo several changes.  PW 1 stated that the operation was led by the SDPO, 

Jogesh Barman and the said Jogesh Barman had also seen the entire operation. 

PW 1 stated that the neighbours and the members of the house where the 

accused took shelter,  saw the grenade and the documents that were recovered. 

PW 1 stated that the seizure list was prepared in his presence but he had not put 

his signature on the same. PW 1 stated that the grenade which was recovered 

from Rangai was a live grenade.  PW 1 stated that the recovered documents were 

in a bag, though he had read the papers yet he did not read it thoroughly as he 

was not IO of the operation.  PW 1 denied that he had not stated before the IO 

that  “he had gone to the house of Hemdhar Nath of Samdhora Village at about 

1.30/1.45 pm on 14-02-95 and he found there Narayan Baruah and Rangai Bodo 

with the grenade and the documents of ULFA during the operation”, that “ after a 

grenade blasted, the police fired in self defence.”  PW 1 stated that OC, Jamuguri 

Police station had not issue a warrant of search, to search the house of Hemdhar 

Nath.  PW 1 stated that they were attacked by the militants before they entered 

into the house of Hemdhar Nath, and therefore they did not get a chance to 

conduct search. PW 1 stated that there was no damage of property because of the 

grenade attack of the militants. PW 1 stated that he did not remember whether 

the family of Hemdhar Nath was arrested or not. PW 1 stated that after recording 

the statement of the witnesses, the IO prepared the seizure list at the place of 

occurrence. PW 1 stated that he was not aware when the FIR was lodged and that 
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he had straightaway gone to Sootea Police Station. PW 1 denied the suggestion 

that he had not gone to Samdhara Village as per the order of DSPO, Biswanath 

Chariali on 14-02-95 or the accused Narayan Baruah and Rangai Bodo were not 

arrested in his presence with a grenade and documents of ULFA from the house of 

Hemdhar Nath, that Narayan Baruah was not arrested from the house of Hemdhar 

Nath. 

 

10. P.W.2, Sri Kunjalal Pator stated that on 24.2.1995 he was posted as 

2nd Officer, Sootea PS. On the said date a raid operation was conducted in 

Samdhara village. SDPO: Biswanath Chariali, OC Biswanath Chariali with 

ABPN Staff, OC Sootea and OC Jamuguri with APBn Staff and CRPF party of 

Biswanath Chariali were part of the raid party. PW 2 stated that they 

started search operation in the said Samdhara village. They saw five men 

flee, with arms and ammunitions. The said persons fired on them and threw 

grenade on them. PW 2 stated that he then fired with the revolver in his 

hand and the APBn party too fired. No one was injured. PW 2 stated that 

the police caught two persons with arms and ammunitions. The OC 

Jamuguri took charge of the said two persons and lodged FIR. 

 

 

11. In cross examination, PW 2 stated that occurrence was of 16 years back 

and hence he could not recognize the accused in the dock. PW 2 stated that he 

could   not say whether the accused in the dock was the person who was caught.  

PW 2 stated that search was started at about 1-1.30 PM and the area under 

operation were covered with big trees and plantation. PW 2 denied the 

suggestion that he had not participated in the search operation. 

 

 

12. PW 3, Md Dilwar Hussain stated that on 14th February, 1995 he had come 

to Jamuguri PS with SDPO Biren Singh. At the time of occurrence he was the 

PSO to SDPO, Biswanath Chariali and they came to Samdhara village with OC 
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Jamuguri namely, Dulen Deka, as there were ULFA cadres.  PW 3 stated that 

there were CRPF and police personnel too. PW 3 stated that the ULFA cadres 

fired and spilled grenade, there was cross firing. Two ULFA cadres were caught, 

whose name he said, he did not remember. PW 3 stated that US carbine, 36 

grenade and documents were seized from the said ULFA cadres and they were 

brought to the police station.  

 

13. In cross examination, PW 3 admitted that he had not stated before the IO 

that he was the PSO to the SDPO and that he had come to the Jamuguri PS. 

 

14. PW- 4, Kamal Baruah stated that on 13.11.1996, he was endorsed with 

the case dairy of Jamuguri PS Case No. 10/95. During investigation, he arrested 

one ULFA cadre namely,  Dadul Nath @ Prashanta Nath, recorded his statement 

and forwarded the arrested person to the Court. The defence declined to cross 

examine PW 4.  

 

15. PW- 5, Constable 313 Atul Ch Das stated that the occurrence was of 

1995, when he was posted as Constable in Jamuguri PS. PW 5 stated that he 

was taken on duty to Samdhara village for ULFA raid, when he reached 

Samdhara village, there was firing from the side of ULFA cadres. PW 5 stated 

that he also fired 3 rounds of shots. None was injured in the firing. ULFA cadres 

fled. PW 5 stated that he saw one US carbine in their hand and one ULFA cadre 

was caught. 

 

16. In cross examination, PW 5 stated that there was jungle on all sides, 

where there was firing and there was one house nearby and there were no other 

houses. PW 5 stated that he could not say whose house it was. PW 5 stated that 

the occurrence took place about 1.30 in the afternoon. PW 5 stated that when 

they went in the village, the villagers surrounded them. 

 

17. PW- 6, Md Abdul Hussain, Inspector deposed that on 5.5.1998 he was 

posted at Jamuguri PS and was endorsed with the instant case but was soon 
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transferred and thus could not do anything. The defence declined to cross 

examine PW 6. 

 

18. PW- 7, Dhruba Kakati stated that on 14.2.1995 he was posted at 

Jamuguri PS. On that day the Jamuguri PS Case No. 10/95 was endorsed to him 

on transfer SI Abul Hussain. On perusal of the case dairy it was seen that the 36 

grenade which was seized by the earlier IO was to be destroyed and some of the 

accused persons were yet to be arrested, he made a prayer before the Ld Chief 

Judicial Magistrate for destruction of the 36 grenade and, the same was 

subsequently destroyed. PW 7 proved as Ext 1, the destruction certificate issued 

by the Army Officer, J.K Mehta. In cross examination, PW 7 stated that Abul 

Hussain had seized the articles which were destroyed. 

 

19. PW- 8, Sri Dulen Ch Deka stated that on 14.2.1995 he was posted at 

Jamuguri PS as the OC. On that day, at about 12.30 PM he received secret 

information that cadres of the organisation named ULFA was hiding in Samdhara 

@ Samdhora village, Jamuguri. PW 8 stated that he informed the SDPO, 

Biswanath Chariali and along with one section of 12 APBn Jawan, namely, Hav 

Premo Gowala, Las-nayak Jibon Bora, Constable Bipin Gogoi, Constable Pratim 

Lakheswar Duara, Constable 148 Sushil Das , Constable 15 Prabin Basumatary, 

Constable 198 Pradip Gogoi, Constable 318 Atul Das, Constable 450 Kanteswar 

Neog, Constable 215 Dilip Basumatary, Constable 360 Durlab Bora, went to 

Samdhara village. PW 8 stated that in the meantime 126 B. Co. CRPF also 

proceeded to the spot and were present near Samdhara after crossing Jia 

Bharali. PW 8 stated that they gheraoed/surrounded the village and started the 

search. PW 8 stated that on that day the Jamuguri PS Case No. 10/95 was 

endorsed to him on transfer of SI Abul Hussain. PW 8 stated that during search 

operation , the banned organisation/ULFA  cadres started firing on them, near 

the house of Hemdhar Nath, son of Punaram Nath at Samdhara gaon. One 

grenade exploded but no one was injured. There was firing from the police side 

in self defence. PW 8 stated that there were 6 ULFA members, four of them fled 

and two of them, Narayan Baruah @ Ashok Baruah, son of Nandiram Baruah and 
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Rangai Boro @ Bilin Rabha son of Prabhat Boro were caught at Samdhara. PW 8 

stated that the following articles namely, (i) One live 36 grenade (ii) One bag 

containing ULFA related documents (iii) one striker spring of exploded grenade 

(iv) One small green colour note book (v) One letter addressed to RB.F dated 

14.1.95 written by LM007 (vi) Two letter addressed to Narayan on 14.12.94 by 

Nripen were recovered and seized. PW 8 identified the articles seized, except the 

live grenade in the Court being Material Ext 1 to 8. PW 8  stated that the material 

exhibits were seized by Seizure List being Ext 2 wherein he identified his 

signature as Ext 2 (1). PW 8 stated that he submitted FIR (Ext 3) against the 

Narayan and Rangai. The same was registered as Jamuguri PS Case No. 10 of 

1995 u/s 147/148/149/307 IPC RW 4/5 Explosive Substance Act and 10/13 

Unlawful Activities Prevention Act and took up the investigation of the case.  PW 

8 stated that he prepared the sketch map being Ext 4.  PW 8 stated that he 

recorded the statement of witnesses and he recorded the statement of  Narayan 

and Rangai. Both confessed before him that they were ULFA activists. PW 8 

exhibited prosecution sanction obtained against Narayan and Rangai being Ext 5.  

PW 8 stated that SI Dilip Bharali, on completion of investigation filed chargesheet 

against Narayan and Rangai being Ext 6. 

 

20. In cross examination, PW 8 stated that he could not say the date in the 

year 1995 when he had handed over the case dairy to the next OC on transfer. 

PW 8 stated that in Ext 5 there was no signature above the words “B.M 

Mazumdar, Commissioner and Secretary to the Government of Assam, Home 

Department.” PW 8 stated that he was the informant as well as the IO who 

initially investigated the case. PW 8 stated that he lodged the FIR on 14.2.95 at 

5.15 PM. PW 8 stated that he had gone to Samdhara village, the place of 

occurrence at 1.45 PM and he seized the articles at about 2.20 PM. PW 8 stated 

that in Ext 2 it was shown that the articles were seized from Rangai Boro and his 

signature had been taken on the said Exhibit. PW 8 admitted that he had not 

signed on the sketch map, Ext 5. PW  8 stated that he recorded the statement of 

some witnesses at the place of occurrence and some at the police station. PW 8 

stated that he lodged FIR after returning to the police station. The accused 
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persons were caught at the place of occurrence and brought to the police 

station, where they were arrested. PW 8 admitted that he had not recorded the 

statement of the persons whose names had been mentioned in the sketch map, 

since they did not cooperate and they had fled. PW 8 stated that it was correct 

that in the green note book seized by him, name of the owner was not written, 

that he did not seal the material exhibits on the spot nor did he take any 

signature on such sealed envelop, that the documents seized were not sent for 

forensic examination or handwriting expert, that he had not sent the grenade for 

any chemical examination as explosives were not required to be sent for such 

examination. PW 8 stated that in Ext 1, the destruction certificate, date of 

requisition was mentioned as 13.2.2003 and date of destruction as 17.2.2003. 

PW 8 stated that the accused persons were arrested on 14.2.1995, were 

produced in the Court on 15.2.1995 and sent to judicial custody for 10 days. PW 

8 stated that the seizure list was not produced before the Ld CJM along with the 

seized materials when the accused persons were forwarded to the Court. PW 8 

exhibited Ext A as the forwarding report by which the accused persons were 

forwarded to the Court of CJM, Sonitpur and Ext A-1, his signature.  PW 8 denied 

the suggestion that he had not received any secret information and he had not 

gone on any operation, that the seized articles were not seized from the accused 

persons and the said articles were lying in the police station, that the accused 

persons were caught from their own house, that the accused did not confess 

before him that they were members of ULFA organisation.  PW 8 stated that PW 

1/Rahul Amin had not stated before him that “On 14.2.1995 at about 1.30 PM-

1.45 PM, he had gone to the house of Hemadhar Nath, Samdhora gaon, an 

operation was conducted and Narayan Baruah and Rangai Boro , grenade and 

ULFA documents were found”, that “because of bursting of grenade, police fired 

in self defence.” 

 
21. The accused, in the instant case is facing trial for indulging in the act of 

riot by arms and explosives and attempting to intentionally commit murder of the 

police personnel on duty, as a member of the banned organisation named ULFA.  
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It is thus to be ascertained whether the prosecution has laid by evidence to show 

that the accused was a member of the said banned organisation, that he was a 

member of an unlawful assembly equipped with arms, ammunitions and 

explosives, that incriminating materials were recovered from him and the 

unlawful assembly of which he was a part, attempted to cause death of the 

police personnel on duty. 

 

 

22.  The prosecution witnesses have stated that a raid was conducted at 

Samdhara village where the accused person and four others were taking shelter. 

When the place was cordoned off, the accused and his associates hurled 

grenade. The police retaliated by firing, however no one was hurt. Others fled, 

whereas the accused and one Rangai Boro were apprehended. Recovery of 

grenade, documents of ULFA is said to have been recovered from Rangai Boro. 

  

23.  Admittedly, no independent witnesses are available on record. The person 

by the name of Hem Nath, in whose house the accused and others were said to 

have taken shelter, too has not been examined. It is seen that there is no 

evidence worth on record which establishes that there was an assembly of more 

than five persons, of which the accused was a member. PW 2 stated that they 

had seen five persons flee and the said persons fired. Hence, a doubt arises as to 

the involvement of the accused, in as much as, if PW 2 is to be believed, there 

were five persons and they fled.   

 

24. In order to attract section 10 of the Unlawful Activities Act for which mere 

membership of a banned organisation is sufficient to bring home the charge, the 

prosecution has to prove by evidence that the person charged is in fact a 

member of one such organisation. In the instant case, nothing has been laid 

before this Court to show that the accused was a member of the banned 

organisation, not to speak of, an “active member”. PW 8 testified that the 

accused confessed before them, the latter being not admissible, is of no 

assistance to the prosecution. The Hon’ble Supreme Court in Arup Bhuyan vs 
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State of Assam (in Criminal Appeal No. 889/2007 dated 3.2.2011) has held 

that mere membership of a banned organisation cannot incriminate a 

person unless he resorts to violence or incites people to violence or does 

an act intended to create disorder or disturbance of public peace by 

resorting to violence. By order dated 26.08.2014 passed in Arup Bhuyan -

Vs- State of Assam reported in 2014 (10) SCALE 243 the Hon’ble Supreme 

Court has, on an application by the Union of India referred the matter to a 

larger Bench and the said reference is pending, as on date. 

 

25. Again, there is nothing on record to show that it was the accused person 

who fired or hurled the grenade on the police personnel so as to endanger their 

lives. The recoveries as per the Seizure List (Ext 2) were allegedly made from 

Rangai Boro. It has come on record through, PW 8, that the seized articles were 

not produced before the Ld Chief Judicial Magistrate, as required in law. In fact 

the destruction certificate (Ext 1) shows that on live 36 grenade was received 

from Jamuguri PS by the Assam Rifles on 13.2.2003 and it was destroyed on 

17.2.2003. Though in Ext 1 it has been stated that the said recovery was made 

in connection with the instant case, however, nothing has been placed on record 

by the prosecution to show as to where the said seized explosive was kept from 

1995 to 2003.  

 

 26. In view of the aforesaid discussion, it is held that the prosecution has 

failed to prove that the charges, beyond reasonable doubt in respect of the 

accused person, as such, the accused is acquitted of the charge u/s 

147/148/149/307 IPC R/W 4/5 E S Act 10/13 UL (P) Act and set at liberty 

forthwith.  

 

27. Considering the facts of the instant case, this matter is not referred to 

District Legal Services Authority for granting compensation u/s 357A Cr.P.C.  
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28. Send a copy of the order to Learned District Magistrate, Sonitpur u/s 365 

Cr.P.C. 

  The judgment is signed, sealed and pronounced in open court, in the 

presence of both sides, on this the 13th day of August, 2015. 

 

Additional Sessions Judge No. 2, 

         Sonitpur, Tezpur 
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A-N-N-E-X-U-R-E  

1. Witnesses for Prosecution 

   P.W 1 : Rahul Amir 

   P.W 2 : Kunjalal Pator 

   P.W 3 : Md Dilwar Hussain 

   P.W 4 : Kamal Baruah 

   P.W 5 : Constable 313 Atul Ch Das 

   P.W 6 : Md. Abdul Hussain (Inspector of Police) 

   P.W 7 : Dhruba Kakati 

   P.W 8 : Dulen Ch Das 

2. Witnesses for Defence  : NIL 

3. Court Witnesses :  NIL 

4. Prosecution Exhibits: 

   Ext. 1 : Destruction certificate 
   Ext. 2 : Seizure list 
   Ext. 3 : FIR 
   Ext. 4 : Sketch Map 
   Ext. 5 : Letter of Prosecution sanction 
   Ext. 6 : Charge-sheet 
    

5. Defence Exhibits : NIL 

6. Material Exhibits: NIL 

 

Addl. Sessions Judge No.2 

Sonitpur, Tezpur 

 


